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QUESTION 1

Which file on a Postfix server modifies the sender address for outgoing e-mails? Please enter only the file name without
the path 

Correct Answer: sender_canonical 

 

 

QUESTION 2

The internal network (192.168.1.0-192.168.1.255) needs to be able to relay email through the site\\'s sendmail server.
What line must be added to /etc/mail/access to allow this? 

A. 192.168.1.0/24 RELAY 

B. 192.168.1 RELAY 

C. 192.168.1.0/24 OK 

D. 192.168.1 OK 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

The command route shows the following output: 

Which of the following statements is correct? 

A. The network 169.254.0.0 is not a valid route. 

B. The host 194.168.123.5 is temporarily down. 

C. The host route 194.168.123.5 is rejected by the kernel. 

D. The "!H " signals that traffic to the host 194.168.123.5 is dropped. 

E. The network path to the host 194.168.123.5 is not available. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

To configure an LDAP service in the company " Certkiller Ltd", which of the following entries should be added to
slapd.conf, in the Database Directives section, to set the rootdn so that the common name is Manager and the
company\\'s domain is Certkiller .com ? 

A. rootdn cn=Manager dc= Certkiller dc=com 

B. rootdn "cn=Manager,dc= Certkiller ,dc=com" 

C. rootdn cn= Certkiller ,dc=com,dc=Manager 

D. rootdn "cn= Certkiller ,dc=com,dc=Manager" 

E. rootdn "cn=Manager dc= Certkiller dc=com" 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which files are read by the lsdev command? (Please specify THREE answers) 

A. /proc/dma 

B. /proc/filesystems 

C. /proc/interrupts 

D. /proc/ioports 

E. /proc/swaps 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of these tools can provide the most information about DNS queries? 

A. dig 

B. nslookup 

C. host 

D. named-checkconf 

E. named-checkzone 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

What is the path to the global postfix configuration file? (Please specify the complete directory path and file name) 

Correct Answer: /etc/postfix/main.cf  

 

QUESTION 8

A user requests a "hidden" Samba share, named confidential, similar to the Windows Administration Share. How can
this be configured? 

A. [confidential] comment = hidden share path = /srv/smb/hidden write list = user create mask = 0700 directory mask =
0700 

B. [$confidential] comment = hidden share path = / srv/smb/hidden write list = user create mask = 0700 directory mask =
0700 

C. [#confidential] comment = hidden share path = / srv/smb/hidden write list = user 

create mask = 0700 

directory mask = 0700 

D. [%confidential] comment = hidden share path = / srv/smb/hidden write list = user create mask = 0700 directory mask
= 0700 

E. [confidential$] comment = hidden share path = / srv/smb/hidden write list = user create mask = 0700 directory mask =
0700 

Correct Answer: E 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Unlike many other services, OpenSSH cannot be configured to hide its version information without recompiling from
source code. What is the primary reason for this disclosure of version information? 

A. There are many inconsistent SSH client and server versions. This information is used to enable protocol compatibility
adjustments. 

B. The information is used for surveys of SSH servers on the internet by the OpenSSH project. 

C. Being a security centric application, the OpenSSH developers do not rely on security through obscurity. 

D. It is used by network auditing tools to report on when versions of ssh require security updates. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 10

In the file /var/squid/url_blacklist is a list of URLs that users should not be allowed to access. What is the correct entry in
Squid\\'s configuration file to create an acl named blacklist based on this file? 

A. acl blacklist urlpath_regex /var/squid/url_blacklist 

B. acl blacklist file /var/squid/url_blacklist 

C. acl blacklist "/var/squid/url_blacklist" 

D. acl blacklist urlpath_regex "/var/squid/url_blacklist" 

E. acl urlpath_regex blacklist /var/squid/url_blacklist 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 11

A correctly-formatted entry has been added to /etc/hosts.allow to allow certain clients to connect to a service, but this is
having no effect. What would be the cause of this? 

A. tcpd needs to be sent the HUP signal. 

B. The service needs to be restarted. 

C. The machine needs to be restarted. 

D. There is a conflicting entry in /etc/hosts.deny . 

E. The service does not support tcpwrappers 

Correct Answer: E 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Which option within the ISC DHCPD configuration file defines the IPv4 DNS server address(es) to be sent to the DHCP
clients? 

A. domain-name-servers 

B. domain-server 

C. name-server 
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D. servers 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 13

Running tcpdump -nli eth1 \\'icmp\\' shows the following output: 

11:56:35.599063 IP 192.168.123.5 > 194.25.2.129: icmp 64: echo request seq 1 11:56:35.670910 IP 194.25.2.129 >
192.168.123.5: icmp 64: echo reply seq 1 

What command was used on the host 192.168.123.5, to generate this output? 

Correct Answer: ping 

 

 

QUESTION 14

When the default policy for the netfilter INPUT chain is set to DROP, why should a rule allowing traffic to localhost
exist? 

A. All traffic to localhost must always be allowed. 

B. It doesn\\'t matter; netfilter never affects packets addressed to localhost. 

C. Some applications use the localhost interface to communicate with other applications. 

D. syslogd receives messages on localhost. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 15

Which records must be entered in a zone file in order to use "Round Robin Load Distribution" for a web server? 

A. www.example.org. 60 IN A 192.168.1.1 www.example.org. 60 IN A 192.168.1.2 www.example.org. 60 IN A
192.168.1.3 

B. www.example.org. 60 IN A 192.168.1.1;192.168.1.2;192.168.1.3 

C. www.example.org. 60 IN A 192.168.1-3 

D. www.example.org. 60 IN RR 192.168.1:3 

E. www.example.org. 60 IN RR 192.168.1.1;192.168.1.2;192.168.1.3 
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Correct Answer: A 
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